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RESENSIES-REVIEWS 

0. A. W. Dilke: Horace, Epistles, Book I; second (revised) edition 1961 
(Methuen & Co. Ltd), 186 pp. 

This is a revision, by the former Professor of Classics at Rhodes University, 
of his edition of 1954. In the preface Dr. Dilke states: 'This edition is intended 
mainly for the upper forms of schools and for university students taking Latin 
as a subsidiary subject or as one of a number of subjects. But it also tries to 
provide an annotated text for more advanced students .. .'; and one may say 
quite simply that it fulfils all these functions admirably. I have no hesitation 
in recommending it as a class copy for South African students taking their 
degree in Latin. 

The Introduction, of some 38 pp., is informative and attractive, including 
a section (with a map) on Horace's Sabine Farm and others on philosophy, 
metre, and the manuscripts. One may wonder whether the translation 
'important' given (p. 2) for the magni applied to the fathers of Horace's 
country schoolfellows should not rather be just 'big' or 'large'. Anyone who 
has taught in a country school will realise just how apt this might be, and 
Horace, we must remember, was undersized himself. The word could, of 
course, easily have a double meaning. Perhaps the name of Cicero might be 
added to the list of those who had previously discussed the motives for 
friendship (p. 14). On p. 23 the fourth footnote lacks a number, while with 
the footnote on p. 29 giving a somewhat quaint reason for not calling the 
hexameter 'dactylic' one may perhaps register friendly disagreement. 

The select bibliography which concludes the Introduction will give most 
B.A. degree students ample scope for extra reading; but the edition of A. S. 
Wilkins, though still likely to be a very useful one in the future, should not be 
dated 1982! 

The text is that of the revised Oxford edition, except in one or two recorded 
instances; but the Oxford punctuation is not always followed. The type is 
clear and dark, a quality also to be found in the other parts of the book. 

The notes are concise and to the point. Dr. Dilke, whether from necessity, 
choice, or nature practises an economy of language which is at once suitable 
and helpful. II 52 fomenta gives a good example of a short but lucid note. 
The same may be said of III 14 ampullatur, and there are many other exam
ples. Dr. Dilke has a way of going to the heart of the matter . 

The analyses given of the contents of the various epistles are also short and 
clear. 

Points of grammar are dealt with in similar style. One might have liked a 
little more on IV 6 eras ('you never were'?); but there is a reference to Fraen
kel, and X 50 esses gives an example of clarity on a difficult point, although 
might not a reference to 'virtual 0.0.' have helped? 

But concise though the notes are, they have welcome elements of human 
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interest and quiet humour. At V 1 Archiacis, for instance, we are told that 
Archias, a reputed maker of short couches, was possibly short himself. At 
1. 22 mappa of the same epistle we are reminded of the 'taking ways' of some 
Roman guests in respect of these. At XVIII 36 Thraex we are told that the 
career of a free man as a gladiator was likely to be short. Under the heading 
of human interest one might also include the useful sketches of a triclinium 
(p. 137) and of the shape of the toga (p. 139). 

Some of the more important textual problems are discussed, giving enough 
to whet the appetite of the student interested in this aspect of scholarship. In 
X 37 Dr. Dilke, perhaps wisely, keeps to the reading of the MSS victor 
violens; but might one suggest 'impetuous, headstrong, impulsive' as transla
tions for violens rather than 'forceful'? ( cf. violens Aufidus C III 30). As for the 
Latin, one might be tempted to suggest an original vi ovans or even vi olens 
were it not for metrical difficulty. At XVI 5-7 Dr. Dilke's acquaintance with 
Horace leads him to choose what seems much the preferable reading (ni), and 
at XX 28 he prefers duxit giving what appears a very sensible and probable 
explanation. · 

I have not found any misprints in the notes, except at XVI 19 cui where the 
bracketed '(see note on 2.5)' seems a misdirection. 

The notes are followed by a concise general index, a vocabulary in which 
length of vowels is generously marked, and a useful list of proper nouns and 
adjectives; but prospective buyers should note that the book may be had 
without vocabulary, if so required (Cat. Nos. 2/7848/6 without vocabulary; 
2/7849/6U with vocabulary). 

University of Natal B. H. P. FARRER 

B. C. Dietrich, Death, Fate and the Gods. The Development of a Religious Idea 
in Greek Popular Belief and in Homer (University of London Classical 
Studies III. The Athlone Press 1965), 390 pp., Pr. 75 sh. 

De auteur is er zich wel van bewust, dat de titel van zijn hoek een programma 
inhoudt, dat in zijn veelomvattendheid strenge eisen van zelfbeperking stelt. 
Het is hem gelukt zijn hoofdthema voortdurend in bet oog te houden, het
geen op zichzelf-gezien de omvang van de moderne studies, die hij te 
verwerken had-een bij.zondere prestatie kan worden genoemd. Dat hij in 
zijn talrijke uitweidingen niet steeds even stringent argumenteert, moet echter 
worden vastgesteld. Maar de taak die de schrijver op zich nam, is dan ook 
zeer zwaar. Het is reeds meer dan zestig jaar geleden, dat de nederlandse 
Homerus-uitgever J. van Leeuwen de moderne geleerde, die bet homerische 
epos in een van zijn aspecten behandelde, met Sisyphus vergeleek. 
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